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1: Make Mowing the Lawn Easier - DIY - MOTHER EARTH NEWS
A little prep work before you start mowing makes the chore easier to handle. Keep the blades on the lawn mower
sharpened for better cutting. If you let the blades get too dull, they won't cut the.

Caring for a traditional lawn is one of the most time-consuming tasks during the growing season. Mowing,
hand-trimming, weeding, fertilizing and watering take patience and time. But there are easier ways to obtain a
great look for your front yard with less time spent performing those routine chores. Lawn Plan The kind of
grass you plant will determine how much attention you need to give it. Also, your climate will dictate certain
choices as well. Hot, dry areas usually require gardeners to water often; in such places choose an appropriate
species that is drought-hardy. Whatever type you choose, be sure you begin with its optimum health and be
certain it will thrive under the conditions of your yard; consider the amount of sun and soil type. You could
also plant different species for particular areas in their yard--for example, a ground cover that needs no
mowing for a steep slope, or an ornamental type that surrounds a porch or deck. There are lots of benefits to
planting a mix of grasses. It may not give you the formal appearance that a single uniform lawn provides, but
it will be easier to maintain. Mixing your grasses means a lawn that generally adapts better to wet and dry
seasons. It also creates distinctive visual interest and gives your yard a unique character of its own. Alternative
Ground Covers Alternative ground covers are perfect for spots that are nearly inaccessible for the lawnmower,
like rocky sites or sloped areas, but consider them for the other areas of your yard as well. Then, read up on a
few of your choices; find one you like and determine how much work it will require from you. Our expert
gardening advisor Rachel Klein adds, "A recent movement advocates growing weeds instead of turf as a lawn.
Dandelions, violets, wild strawberries, and clover, to name a few, require very little maintenance and can be a
unique lawn alternative! Lily-of-the-valley Convallaria majalis is great for cooler climates. It does well in a
moist soil with partial shade. It will be all right in heavy shade, but it will flower less. Its foliage is a lush
green that grow to about 8 inches. Dwarf Mondo Grass - If you still want that low-to-the-ground green look,
consider planting dwarf mondo grass Ophiopogon japonicus because it produces low mats of rich green,
grass-like foliage. It is not an aggressive spreader, so it should stay contained where you plant it, but it is
dense enough to discourage weeds. Ornamental Grasses - Clumps of ornamental grasses are not only beautiful
but also drought and pest tolerant. Switchgrass Panicum virgatum or little bluestem grass Schizachyrium
scoparium can adapt to many soils and create an eye-catching bed if planted together in the full sun.
Depending on the type and variety, foliage colors can range from steel blue to burgundy. Creeping Phlox - A
beautiful choice for a moist shady area is the spring-blooming creeping phlox. It forms wide, dense clumps of
green ground cover that become a lush carpet of pink or lavender blooms in the spring. It is utterly lovely and
easy to take care of. It needs some watering during drought conditions, but you can leave your lawnmower in
the shed. Japanese Pachysandra - A great green choice to grow near paths or walkways is Japanese
pachysandra Pachysandra terminalis. Its clusters of green leaves stay bright throughout the growing season,
provided your soil is rich and well-drained. It is particularly attractive as background foliage for your bulbs.
Rachel suggests, "Moss is an excellent low-maintenance grass substitute for the shade. If you have a spot on
your lawn where grass will not flourish due to cool, moist, or shady conditions, this is the perfect place to
grow moss instead. Encourage the growth of moss spores by upping the acidity content of your soil and
spraying a mixture of 4 parts warm water and one part organic buttermilk or yogurt over the area. Clumps of
grass or weeds can be pulled by hand. Traditional Lawn If you are loyal to your sod or traditional green grass.
There are ways to cut down on the time you spend caring for it. One way is to reduce the area of your lawn.
This may mean incorporating a small easy-to-maintain rock garden or adding in some areas of
low-maintenance ornamental grasses or plants to various sections of your garden. Also, if you truly want to
enjoy the beauty of your lawn, build a deck or enlarge your porch so you can shrink your mowing area, but
still have some lawn to showcase. Extend your preexisting flower beds by a few feet. Plant low lying
perennials in front of your trees and shrubs, and mulch well. Rachel recomends, "If you must have grass,
consider buying a no-mow seed mix. These lawn seed mixes are made up of drought-tolerant low-maintenance
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fine fescue. They grow very slowly and reach only 5 inches high maximum. The mixes can be purchased
online or at a local nursery. Instead of hand-trimming along all the edges of your flowerbeds, install mowing
strips, which are flat bands of brick or cut stone that sit flush with the soil; you can edge all your flowerbeds
with them and they also help cut back on weeds. Lawn Removal To remove your established lawn grass you
can either cut it away or smother it. Cutting is more difficult, but instant, while smothering is easy but can take
months. To cut, use a sod cutter or the sharp edge of a spade. Cut away the sod in strips, pull it up, and shake
off the loose dirt. Flip the sod over and put it back, grass down. The grass will decompose over time and
nourish your lawn. If you have a few months to wait, for example if it is late fall and you will not need to plant
til spring, cover the unwanted grass with thick layers of newspaper or cardboard. Make sure the sheets overlap
and that all the grass is covered. Cover this layer with 6 inches of mulch, compost, or shredded leaves. Over
the next few months, this material will decompose and leave your soil richer and healthier. Rachel advises,
"Always avoid using herbicides or plastic sheeting to kill off your unwanted lawn grass. They may be faster
methods, but they will also kill off the beneficial organisms in your lawn that will be necessary for the growth
of your new plants. The clippings provide nourishment for your lawn and save you the time of bagging them.
And to keep you from becoming a slave to your hose, install a sprinkler system - this may be an expensive
alternative for some, but it often waters more uniformly and may prove more economical in the end. Finally,
when you lay your lawn, try to avoid sharp angles and curves; straight lines make mowing a whole lot easier.
Click here to purchase lawn and plant care supplies.
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2: Ways to Make Mowing the Lawn Easier | Home Guides | SF Gate
Spring is (unofficially) known to homeowners as the endless season of mowing. It's crazy how you can mow your lawn,
go to lunch, and then it's time to mow again! Whether you drive a riding lawn mower or push a reel model, mowing can
be laborious. Invest some time reformatting your landscaping a.

Flag Making lawn mowing easier means establishing a simple routine that gets the job done as quickly and
efficiently as possible. Here are 8 ways to simplify the process. Make sure there is enough space to mow
between the obstacles in your lawn. Ad Prune low-hanging branches. Take a look around your yard. Now only
will thinning a few lower branches allow you to mow more efficiently, it will also allow more sunlight to
reach your grass. As you mow, keep the discharge chute of your mower directed toward the lawn. That way
you have to go back and sweep up grass clippings from the sidewalk and driveway when you are done.
Lawnmower blades tear wet grass instead of cutting it cleanly. For the cleanest, healthiest cut, mow your lawn
when the grass is dry. Wet grass also has a tendency to lean over, which can end up making your mowing
efforts look uneven after it dries. Overlap as you mow. As you cross the lawn with your mower, overlap the
edge of your previous cut by 3 to 5 inches. Clear obstacles before starting. Ad Round sharp edges. Sharp turns
are hard to make with a lawnmower. If you have a lot of beds and borders with straight sides or sharp corners,
try to round their edges for easier mowing. Plan for the Future When making future changes to the layout of
your yard and garden, try to keep your mowing needs in mind. Avoid building new obstacles into your
mowing path e. Plant trees and shrubs on the perimeter of your yard and keep the bulk of your lawn as open
and accessible as possible for mowing. Ellen Brown is an environmental writer and photographer and the
owner of Sustainable Media, an environmental media company that specializes in helping businesses and
organizations promote eco-friendly products and services.
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3: Lawn Mowing Tips | ThriftyFun
Lawn mowing is a part of lawn care. Here are some ways to make it easier and improve the health of your grass and
look of your outdoor space. *** Summer brings backyard barbeques, beach escapes, and baseball games. It also brings
the sometimes-dreaded we.

What Is Lawn Striping? Light and dark lawn stripes are created by the way sunlight reflects off the grass.
Stripes coming toward you will appear darker green; stripes mowed away from you will appear lighter green.
Here are some tips on how to create professional-looking ballpark stripes: Adding different shades of green to
each ribbon of grass can help you visualize what the lawn striping pattern will look like. As you become more
experienced, you can create the patterns as you mow. Keep in mind that what works on paper may not work in
the grass â€” let trial and error be your guide. If necessary, mow more often to achieve this condition. Make
sure the mower blades are very sharp to assure a clean cut as dull blades tear the grass and stress it. To assure
turf health, mow as little as possible when grass is under heat stress. Let your imagination be your guide. For
simple designs, you can mark off the first stripe using a piece of string. The key is to mow a straight line and
then use it as a guide for the rest of the stripes. With practice, mowing straight lines without string will be
easier â€” just pick a point in the distance and mow toward it. If a line is crooked, or a mistake is made, go
back two lines before it and start over. The number of passes will depend on the design and yard. With the
mower deck disengaged you can go back after mowing and run the full-width rollers over every other stripe to
etch in the pattern. The water droplets will help reflect light on the pattern and add contrast to the light and
dark sections. Also, changing the pattern reduces wear from tire marks and improves overall turf quality.
Email Guestbook Sign Up Sign-up not successful. Please refresh and try again. Thank you for signing up.
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4: Zero-Turn Mowers: Faster, Easier Mowing - Homesteading and Livestock - MOTHER EARTH NEWS
Making lawn mowing easier means establishing a simple routine that gets the job done as quickly and efficiently as
possible. Here are 8 ways to simplify the process.

Simple changes to your landscape make the lawn easier to mow, saving you time and effort. Your mowing
techniques and tools also affect how quickly you can finish cutting the grass. Prepare A little prep work before
you start mowing makes the chore easier to handle. Keep the blades on the lawn mower sharpened for better
cutting. Clear the lawn from toys, furniture, sticks, rocks and other debris before you start mowing. Choosing
a mower that matches your lawn size and type is another way to prepare. A riding lawn mower on a small yard
slows down the process because you waste time trying to maneuver in a small space. A large lot takes a long
time to mow with a small push mower. Install Mowing Strips Mowing strips are low transition areas along
fences, gardens, bushes and other permanent landscape features in the yard. The strips allow you to mow right
up to the edge of the obstacle. A number of materials work for the transition area, including pavers, poured
concrete or bricks. Keep a Regular Schedule Tall grass is more difficult to clip because the mower has to work
harder. You may find it more difficult to push the mower through the tall grass and you may have to stop
frequently. A regular mowing and lawn care schedule prevents your grass from overgrowing, making it easier
to cut. Reduce Grassy Areas Adding landscaping features to your lawn improves the curb appeal and makes
mowing easier. Less area covered with grass means shorter mowing times. Add mulched areas around trees,
bushes and flower gardens with a border to hold in the mulch. You eliminate the need to get too close to those
objects while reducing the amount of mowing necessary. Add terraces to sloped areas that are difficult to
mow. Plant flowers, shrubs or other greenery in the terraces to eliminate the challenging mowing area.
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5: 6 tricks that make lawn mowing easier and grass healthier | Smart Tips
Shame you can't make it easier to mow, or maybe you are working to justify another tractor or zero turn? Deere X 54"
mowing deck, 44" Snowblower, 7 bushel Power Flow bagger, Halogen headlights, Brush guard, Suitcase weights, LED
tail lights, tow behind 25 gallon sprayer.

The height of the grass is an indicator of the depth of its roots. Longer grass reduces water evaporation and
chokes out weed seeds from germinating. If your lawn got away from you while you were out of town last
weekend, the one-third rule still applies. Mow off a third, wait a couple days, and mow off another third until
you reach the optimum height for your grass variety. If the clippings are long, mow in the other direction at
the same height to chop them into smaller pieces. It exposes soil, which can lead to the lawn drying out faster,
and creates a nursery for weed seeds to get started. Sharpen mower blades for a clean cut Keep mower blades
sharp. Consider having them sharpened 2â€”3 times during the season. Dull blades tear grass and fray ends,
which causes it to dry out more quickly and makes it more susceptible to insects and diseases. Put grass
clippings to work. Keep grass clippings out of landfills. Grasscycling is recycling grass clippings by leaving
them on the lawnâ€”composting in place. According to a study conducted in Virginia, a 1, sq ft lawn annually
can produce to pounds of clippings. Grasscycling keeps clippings out of landfills. Clippings are too valuable to
throw away. Clippings quickly breakdown and release nutrients back into the soil, as well as add organic
matter, which promotes a healthy soil ecosystem. Stick to a fertilization schedule. Other fertilizers can cause
your lawn to grow very quickly, requiring you to mow more frequently, particularly right after fertilizing.
Milorganite is low-nitrogen and slow-release, which keeps your lawn growing at a steady pace. The additional
non-staining iron will also keep it green. Cool, shade reduces stress. Grass loses less water and it reduces heat
stress. This week, this way. Next week, that way. Vary your mowing pattern weekly. Changing direction
reduces ruts and compressed soil. For large lawns, you can use four directional patterns in rotation: For small
yards, do your best to vary the pattern. Consider a creative expression like you see on baseball fieldsâ€”field
art on turf canvases. Borders make mowing easier, less time consuming. A border around a garden bed helps
separate the garden and lawn, creates a clean edge, helps to prevent mulch from spilling into the lawn, and
makes mowing easier and less time consuming. In the past, a spade-cut edge, or trenching, was standard.
Edging is a transition zone between your lawn and landscaping or garden. Around a raised bed, it provides a
buffer to help prevent weeds and volunteer plants from growing, greatly reducingâ€”or eliminatingâ€”the need
to string trim. A variety of materials are available that fit a wide budget range. Bricks, gravel, stone, poured
concrete, extruded concrete, concrete pavers, or tightly packed crushed limestone are all possibilities. Many
color, tint, and texture options are available to match the style of your home and yard. Install edging low
enough for mower wheels to ride on it easilyâ€”about the same soil level as the lawn. A wider boarder can
serve as a safety zone so you can more easily cut around or under plants that would normally overhang the
lawn. Lawn mowing tips video.
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6: How to Make Lawn Mowing Easier | www.enganchecubano.com
Making Mowing Easier I'm looking out my window today at a lawn that is - hopefully - on the verge of a nice spring
green-up, and I'm thinking about mowing. I know that in other parts of the world, there are people who enjoy mowing
their lawn.

By Buddy Hoeks The "Supermower" can reduce time spent moving the lawn by one-third. He owns a
half-acre yard, which he grooms every 10 days three times a month with a inch, hand pushed power mower.
Now each and every time he performs this chore, Charlie â€” in effect â€” completes an arduous four-mile
trek that requires a grand total of six hours. Thus, over the course of an entire seven- to eight-month mowing
season, he puts in almost a full week cutting grass. Well, my computations staggered me and Charlie.
Therefore, armed with statistical justification and fueled by my inherent dislike of the warm-weather chore, I
considered the alternatives to wearisome hours of Saturday-afternoon grass mowing. Then, in a flash of
insight, I recognized that the more blades of grass I have, the more blades my mower should have. The
solution to my problem was a simple matter of matching task-maker to taskmaster. Therefore, I focused my
attention on designing a "gang mower," a machine that could do the work of a pack of power cutters and still
fit into my budget. How to Make a Superpower Lawn Mower The first step in bringing "Supermower" as I
dubbed my brainchild to life was to scout out repair shops in search of a set of matching lawn-mower bodies. I
looked for sturdy metal decks with perpendicular wheel wells that â€” with some of the wheels removed â€”
could be bolted together in a staggered series. One dealer, who took used machines in trade, donated three
junked inch Craftsman mowers that were all made from a ribbed magnesium-aluminum alloy, which yields
lightweight, crack-resistant super-carriages. As a bonus, their side chutes lacked bottom-fitted braces for
snap-on grass catchers which tend to trap clippings and clog the openings when a mower is used in tall grass.
Back at home, I detached a total of four wheels from the decks one from the rear of the leading mower. I then
mounted a length of galvanized pipe â€” grooved to mesh with the ribs â€” in such a way that the conduit
straddled all three decks. The strut served to add some rigidity to the assembly and also protected the bolted
wheel wells from undue stress. I reasoned that one 8-HP powerplant would drive a three-deck rig, but I also
figured I could mount three 3-HP engines â€” connected by belts and pulleys â€” for about the same cost.
Therefore, I was able to power Supermower at super-savings. The final components necessary to make my
mighty machine work-ready were cutting blades. That hardware completed the monster mower. After getting
some cutting experience, I decided to use a pair of blades for each mower, mounted at cross angles. The added
weights functioned as flywheels, to increase the lugging power of the engines, allowing them to cut efficiently
at slower speeds. It cut like a walrus-jawed shark, leaving in its wake a satisfying, almost five-foot-wide swath
of mown grass. In any event, my misgivings were quickly dispelled: I found I could guide Supermower quite
easily as it rumbled purposefully across my lawn. When working on knolls and embankments, I apply brute
force. All in all, I probably do use more physical energy in mowing my lawn now than I did before, but the
time I save is worth the extra panting. And now, instead of looking forward to spending a full year of my life
mowing grass, I know that my total expenditure of time on the task will amount to only?
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7: Lawn Mowing Tricks No One Ever Told You
Borders make mowing easier, less time consuming. A border around a garden bed helps separate the garden and lawn,
creates a clean edge, helps to prevent mulch from spilling into the lawn, and makes mowing easier and less time
consuming.

Faster, Easier Mowing Speedy and agile, zero-turn mowers make mowing effortless. For my first 35 years of
mowing lawns, I never felt that pleasure. Every riding mower I used was clumsy, frustratingly slow and
occasionally dangerous. Then I rode a zero-turn mower. The wheels can be driven in the same direction at
varying speeds to make a gradual, precise turn, or they can turn in opposite directions, causing the zero-turn
mower to spin, literally, on a dime. Some zero-turn mowers have two big handles in front of the driver,
controlling the forward-backward motion of the rear tires. Others have various one-hand control options, most
of them operating on the same principle. A few models of zero-turn mowers use a joystick to control the
direction and speed of travel. All of them change direction very quickly. The zero-turns we tested were far
easier to control in a tight space, once we got used to them. A hefty price â€” but a worthwhile investment for
those who maintain large, high-maintenance lawns. Most zero-turn mowers have typical lawn mower engines
in the 18 to 25 horsepower range. To us, it seemed like the 18 horsepower model from one manufacturer
performed a lot like the 25 horsepower model from another. We recommend finding a few experienced,
trustworthy dealers and getting their recommendations. Often, models with larger motors also will have nifty
add-on features. Continue Reading Sometimes the upgrades are mystifying, though. Before paying a lot of
money for these features, consider what you wear out on your mowers. So, whereas a heavier deck might be a
good investment, larger wheels might never make a difference for the average owner. Some manufacturers
offer heavier decks with certain models, but watch the price tag. One mower we tested gave buyers the option
of a heavier deck, but the upgrade price was three times the cost of a replacement for the lighter deck. We
figured we could thoroughly wear out the whole mower in the time it would take us to go through three decks.
The biggest decision related to the purchase of a zero-turn mower is probably the placement of the mower
deck. Some favor center-mounted mowing decks in which the blades turn directly below the operator. Some
zero-turn mowers, though, have front-mounted decks that allow the operator to watch exactly where the
mower blades are going without craning or leaning. Even better, front-mounted decks can mow under
shrubbery, fences or other obstacles. The person who wants a bulletproof unit can always go for a commercial,
gear-driven machine, but that choice will cost more. Some models cover the terrain more smoothly than
others, and some seats are much more comfortable over the bumps. If your land is rough, you might want to
consider a model with heavier running gear. Every mower needs repair. Every owner needs replacement parts.
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8: The Fastest Ways to Mow a Yard | Home Guides | SF Gate
Make Mowing the Lawn Easier If the peer pressure of competitive grass-cutting neighbors has you down, try building
this lawn-mowing machine by hooking three lawn mowers together.

Spring is unofficially known to homeowners as the endless season of mowing. Whether you drive a riding
lawn mower or push a reel model, mowing can be laborious. Invest some time reformatting your landscaping a
bit so that mowing is both safer and less work. Here is where to start in the process Create a Mowing Border
When grass is happy, you will know it. To keep your grass where you want it, try creating a border between it
and any flower beds, play structures, or garden areas. This can be with a stone retaining wall, wooden raised
boxes, or plastic edging. Regardless of what you use, if the grass grows right up to your dividing wall, you are
left with a two-step mowing process. The first is the actual mowing. Avoid the second step by installing a
mow strip along the perimeter of your lawn area. Concrete pavers specifically shaped as arrows easily fit
together to create a dividing edge any place you want. Many other flat bricks work, too. Be creative in your
design. In addition to keeping grass from brushing up against nearby structures, this mowing strip allows you
to take the mower right over it, cutting the grass to the very edge. Tree Circles If your trees look unnatural
with a trim, consider creating a large, grass-less circle around the trunk to avoid dodging branches. Use the
same brick pavers that you use around the border for a uniform look and ease of mowing. Alternatively, use a
rubber trim that will still allow you to mow over the top, but will keep the grass from creeping back in under
the tree. Another option is to check your local home improvement store for tree rings. Typically made from
rubber, a tree ring is a flat circle that surrounds the base of the tree. This is an easy way to avoid frequent
mulching and stifles weed growth. Plus, they deter the nearby grass from transplanting in the area, yet allow
you to easily mow the area without fear of jabbing your eye out on a branch. Trees in your yard are another
potential hurdle. This works well for tall trees with large branches that will still look symmetrical without
stretching all the way to the ground. Options for Lawn Trimmings If your lawn is large or thick, you probably
spend as much time emptying your mower bag as you do cutting the lawn. Simply use the mulch setting on
your mower or remove the bag and allow your trimmings to shoot out the side. When you do have extra
trimmings to empty or rake up, the compost pile will appreciate the deposit. Just be sure to create thin layers
and intermingle grass with organic food waste as well as brown ingredients such as thin branches and paper
bags. Most cities also have yard debris pickup options along with the curbside garbage and recycling. Be
aware that grass clippings, especially those that are wet, can be very heavy to move if you fill the entire yard
debris container first before moving it. An easier method is to move the debris receptacle close to the street
before adding the clippings. Investing time into changing the layout of your yard and implementing new
landscaping can save you hours and energy. The next time you mow, think about what areas are slowing you
down or acting as obstacles in completing the task. Then change it so you can work smarter, not harder!
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9: Making Mowing Easier | Today's Homeowner
Simply slice into the grass at the edge of the bed at a steep angle 4-inches deep. Grass can't cross that barrier of air so
it won't make it into the bed on the other side of the trench.

You have a beautiful border garden around your patio or foundation. Bright blooms and neatly mulched beds
compliment your lush green lawn. All is right with the world. But there is one major problem involving that
narrow space where the garden meets the lawn. A space where the grass seems to grow to gigantic proportions
and acquire super powers that threaten to overwhelm your tidy flower beds. You could trim the area diligently
or pull out the grass by hands. But a better solution is out there. One that will make peace between your lawn
and your garden and look fabulous while doing it. A flagstone mowing strip is just the thing your yard needs.
Mowing strips are designed to allow your mower wheel to run along beside the garden, cutting to the edge of
the grass neatly while not disturbing the flower bed. Flagstone works well and adds character and charm to the
bargain. Follow these steps to your own flagstone edging strip. Lay gravel along the bottom of the trench with
a generous layer of sand on the top of it. Some simply use sand if the soil is heavy enough and others prefer a
specialty product such as crushed limestone. The idea of this layer is to provide drainage and a level base for
the flagstone. Buy your stone in large pieces and have fun breaking them into smaller bits for your mowing
strip. Use a mallet and your set of chisels to create a variety of smaller stone pieces. It goes without saying,
always use safety goggles and proper footwear for this job. Organize the flagstone pieces on the lawn in piles
with a similar thickness. Mix up the colors. Once you have the gravel and sand laid, start to fit your flagstone
pieces together. Tap the pieces gently into place with a rubber mallet. This product provides excellent drainage
and a solid set over time. Pack the limestone down between the cracks and brush the top of the flagstone.
Continue with each section of the mowing strip. Once all is laid out and packed in, gently water down and
check for any loose pieces. You may have to take them out and lay again with more sand and limestone. Try to
get as good a fit as possible. And fill all of the gaps or that grass will find its way over in the blink of an eye.
Now enjoy how easy it is to mow that pesky place in your lawn. Your gardens look even better and your
trimmer can take a much needed rest.
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